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The BoC Set a High Bar Against Being Blown  

Off Course 

• Markets shook it off, but subtle changes revealed biases 

• Inflation language shifted slightly more hawkishly… 

• ...by softening emphasis upon re-opening effects... 

• …and by changing tense on transitory drivers 

• A soft patch in the economy is being looked through… 

• …as temporary and narrowly-based… 

• …and on a bet that growth will accelerate over 2021H2  

• This sounds like a central bank still on track to zero net purchases 

The Bank of Canada left all policy variables unchanged as expected and including 

the overnight rate at 0.25% and the pace of Government of Canada bond 

purchases at C$2B/week.  

My reading of the statement changes (see page 3) indicates a cautious bias 

to look through a soft patch in the Canadian economy as narrowly based, 

while the language around ‘transitory’ inflation was a tad less strident in 

nature. When combined, this statement has a slightly hawkish feel to it but 

not by enough at this point to really inform policy expectations. We might 

hear more on that tomorrow but only as they related to balance sheet 

management. 

The statement was a little less efficient than normal for a pre-election meeting as 

they used more words (469) to describe no change in stance than ahead of any 

other recent election.  

INFLATION CHANGES 

On inflation, there are two changes worth flagging. 

First, they removed the qualifier that the pandemic-related bottleneck drivers of 

higher inflation are occurring “as economies re-open” and also added ‘supply’ 

ahead of bottlenecks whereas the previous language left it open to whether 

bottlenecks were driven by supply and demand surges. These changes suggest 

they are more uncertain about the magnitude and duration of supply side 

challenges that are driving some of the inflation that we are getting. That 

reflects the greater uncertainty at the Fed as well but the BoC stops well short of 

Powell’s remark that the inflation part of the Fed’s mandate has been achieved. 

Second, instead of definitively saying that “The factors pushing up inflation are 

transitory…” they now say they “are expected to be transitory” while repeating 

that “their persistence and magnitude are uncertain and will be monitored closely.” 

Shifting from ‘are’ to ‘expected’ indicates less confidence in the transitory 

nature of the inflation surge the BoC came nowhere close to forecasting to 

date. I was surprised by this given how deeply Governor Macklem had dug 
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himself in on the matter of transitory drivers to date. The subtle wording shift suggests a little less confidence that the inflation we 

have seen to date has only been driven by transitory factors they define as base-year effects, gas prices and bottlenecks and 

pivots the language toward the expectation that the drivers should be transitory. Unless the BoC is being rather sloppy with its 

language—which is doubtful—then this could be meaningful since otherwise why not repeat that it is being driven by transitory 

factors. 

I still find their inflation language to be a tad too cute for my liking. The BoC’s own forecasts show inflation at or slightly above the 

2% target throughout their 2021–23 forecast horizon and so maybe the overshoot is transitory but they are still left saying they 

expect achievement of the target to be long-lived. Their words are slowly adjusting more toward the numbers here. Second, there 

are sector-based reasons in a bottom-up approach to inflation forecasting that the BoC pays too little attention toward and that 

suggest pressures are not abating. Third, if you’re going to change from present to future tense in describing ‘transitory’ factors 

driving inflation then why not just go the next step and admit that you don’t really fully know what has driven inflation to date. 

Finally, when given enough time, everything in life is ‘transitory’ but when a central bank thoroughly blows its inflation forecasts, as 

the BoC has done over the past year, then prudence might suggest being a touch more circumspect on the matter. Perhaps they 

did that ever so slightly by saying inflation drivers are “expected” to be transitory rather than saying they are. 

GROWTH CHANGES 

On global growth, the language shifted from saying “the global economy is recovering strongly” while indicating significant breadth 

across advanced economies in the July statement to “the global economic recovery continued through the second quarter, led by 

strong US growth” with Q3 momentum, but while signalling less breadth to global growth due to supply chain issues and COVID-

19 cases. So less confidence across as many economies, but the one economy that matters most to Canada—the US—is 

still doing well in their view. This is perhaps contestable given the debate at present over whether the US is going through a 

slight stumbling in some indicators (my view) or whether market concerns about lost momentum are correct. 

On Canadian growth, there are two encouraging points for now, but again, bear in mind the election environment. First, they 

indicated they think a lot of the Q2 softness behind the contraction of over 1% was narrowly concentrated on exports and 

hence had little breadth. They specifically flagged supply chain issues especially in autos as a part of this. They were not surprised 

by housing weakness in Q2, but otherwise signalled comfort toward solid growth in domestic demand and employment. 

Further, the BoC is looking through this narrowly based soft patch in saying it still expects a 2021H2 rebound. We’ll see. 

Q3 has no growth baked in so far based off preliminary guidance for July GDP and the way Q2 evolved. To get a significant H2 

rebound we’ll need to see either a) upward revision to the early read on July GDP, b) a very strong acceleration over the rest of Q3 

and/or c) a very powerful rebound in Q4.  

POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

There is nothing here to suggest that the BoC is leaning in one direction or the other away from prior guidance they would hike 

when spare capacity shuts and that they expect spare capacity to shut over 2022H2. We’ll see if that holds with revised BoC 

forecasts in October. 

Now it’s onto Governor Macklem’s speech tomorrow on QE and the reinvestment phase for potential instruction on balance sheet 

management. Given the tone of this statement, the BoC is not indicating they are willing to be knocked off a tapering course. We’ll 

see how the data evolves and after the election is (perhaps) settled, but at this point one should retain decent probabilities for 

further tapering in October. See my Global Week Ahead publication and deck for more on potential QE and reinvestment guidance 

that we *might* get from the Governor tomorrow. He’s not really a mechanics guy in terms of specifics around balance sheet 

management and the only notable speech we’ve gotten on this topic was delivered by Deputy Governor Gravelle back in March, 

but the title for tomorrow’s speech sets up expectations for some further details.   
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RELEASE DATE: July 14, 2021 

The Bank of Canada today held its target for the overnight rate at the 

effective lower bound of ¼ percent, with the Bank Rate at ½ percent and the 

deposit rate at ¼ percent. The Bank is maintaining its extraordinary forward 

guidance on the path for the overnight rate. This is reinforced and 

supplemented by the Bank’s quantitative easing (QE) program, which is being 

adjusted to a target pace of $2 billion per week. This adjustment reflects 

continued progress towards recovery and the Bank’s increased confidence in 

the strength of the Canadian economic outlook. 

The global economy is recovering strongly from the COVID-19 

pandemic, with continued progress on vaccinations, particularly in 

advanced economies. However, the recovery is still highly uneven and 

remains dependent on the course of the virus. The recent spread of new COVID

-19 variants is a growing concern, especially for regions where vaccinations 

rates remain low.  

Global GDP growth is expected to reach 7 percent this year and then 

moderate to about 4 ½ percent in 2022 and just over 3 percent in 2023. This a 

slightly stronger forecast than the one in the Bank’s April Monetary Policy 

Report (MPR) and primarily reflects a stronger US outlook. Global financial 

conditions remain highly accocommodity mmodative. Rising demand is 

supporting higher oil prices, while non-energy prices remain elevated. The 

Canada-US exchange rate is little changed since April. 

In Canada, the third wave of the virus slowed growth in the second 

quarter. However, falling COVID-19 cases, progress on vaccinations and 

easing containment restrictions all point to a strong pickup in the second half of 

this year. The Bank now expects GDP growth of around 6 percent in 2021 – a 

little slower than was expected in April – but has revised up its 2022 forecast to 

4 ½ percent and projects 3 ¼ percent growth in 2023. 

Consumption is expected to lead the recovery as households return to more 

normal spending patterns, while housing market activity is projected to ease back 

from historical highs. Stronger international demand should underpin a solid 

recovery in exports. As domestic and foreign demand increases and confidence 

improves, business investment will gain strength. Employment has once again 

begun to rebound, and we expect the hardest-hit segments of the labour market 

to post strong gains as the economy re-opens. However, the pace of the recovery 

will vary among industries and workers, and it could take some time to hire 

workers with the right skills to fill jobs. The aftermath of lockdowns and ongoing 

structural changes in the economy both mean that estimates of potential output 

and when the output gap will close are particularly uncertain. 

CPI inflation was 3.6 percent in May, boosted by temporary factors that 

include base-year effects and stronger gasoline prices, as well as pandemic-

related bottlenecks as economies re-open. Core measures of inflation have also 

risen but by less than the CPI. In some high-contact services, demand is 

rebounding faster than supply, pushing up prices from low levels. Transitory supply 

constraints in shipping and value chain disruptions for semiconductors are also 

translating into higher prices for cars and some other goods. With higher gasoline 

prices and on-going supply bottlenecks, inflation is likely to remain above 3 percent 

through the second half of this year and ease back toward 2 percent in 2022, as 

short-run imbalances diminish and the considerable overall slack in the economy 

pulls inflation lower. The factors pushing up inflation are transitory, but their 

persistence and magnitude are uncertain and will be monitored closely. 

The Governing Council judges that the Canadian economy still has 

considerable excess capacity, and that the recovery continues to require 

extraordinary monetary policy support. We remain committed to holding the 

policy interest rate at the effective lower bound until economic slack is 

absorbed so that the 2 percent inflation target is sustainably achieved. In the 

Bank’s July projection, this happens sometime in the second half of 2022. The 

Bank's QE program continues to reinforce this commitment and keep interest 

rates low across the yield curve. Decisions regarding further adjustments to the 

pace of net bond purchases will be guided by Governing Council's ongoing 

assessment of the strength and durability of the recovery. We will continue to 

provide the appropriate degree of monetary policy stimulus to support the 

recovery and achieve the inflation objective. 
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The Bank of Canada today held its target for the overnight rate at the 

effective lower bound of ¼ percent, with the Bank Rate at ½ percent and the 

deposit rate at ¼ percent. The Bank is maintaining its extraordinary forward 

guidance on the path for the overnight rate. This is reinforced and 

supplemented by the Bank’s quantitative easing (QE) program, which is being 

maintained at a target pace of $2 billion per week. 

The global economic recovery continued through the second 

quarter, led by strong US growth, and had solid momentum heading into 

the third quarter. However, supply chain disruptions are restraining activity in 

some sectors and rising cases of COVID-19 in many regions pose a risk to the 

strength of the global recovery. Financial conditions remain highly 

accommodative. 

In Canada, GDP contracted by about 1 percent in the second quarter, 

weaker than anticipated in the Bank’s July Monetary Policy Report (MPR). This 

largely reflects a contraction in exports, due in part to supply chain 

disruptions, especially in the auto sector. Housing market activity pulled 

back from recent high levels, largely as expected. Consumption, business 

investment and government spending all contributed positively to growth, with 

domestic demand growing at more than 3 percent. Employment rebounded 

through June and July, with hard-to-distance sectors hiring as public health 

restrictions eased. This is reducing unevenness in the labour market, although 

considerable slack remains and some groups – particularly low-wage workers 

– are still disproportionately affected. The Bank continues to expect the 

economy to strengthen in the second half of 2021, although the fourth 

wave of COVID-19 infections and ongoing supply bottlenecks could 

weigh on the recovery. 

CPI inflation remains above 3 percent as expected, boosted by base-year 

effects, gasoline prices, and pandemic-related supply bottlenecks. These 

factors pushing up inflation are expected to be transitory, but their 

persistence and magnitude are uncertain and will be monitored closely. 
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expectations remain well-anchored. Core measures of inflation have risen, but 

by less than the CPI. 

The Governing Council judges that the Canadian economy still has 

considerable excess capacity, and that the recovery continues to require 

extraordinary monetary policy support. We remain committed to holding the 

policy interest rate at the effective lower bound until economic slack is 

absorbed so that the 2 percent inflation target is sustainably achieved. In the 

Bank’s July projection, this happens in the second half of 2022. The Bank's QE 

program continues to reinforce this commitment and keep interest rates low 

across the yield curve. Decisions regarding future adjustments to the pace of 

net bond purchases will be guided by Governing Council's ongoing 

assessment of the strength and durability of the recovery. We will continue to 

provide the appropriate degree of monetary policy stimulus to support the 

recovery and achieve the inflation objective. 
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